Sportivate Application Guide

You can now apply for Sportivate year seven funding. The information below is aimed to help you to apply by giving tips on what you need to include in each section.

Section 1 - Project Information
Within this section we need the following information to be fully completed

- Project name
- Provider Name – which organisation is applying for the funding
- Deliverer Type – use the drop down menu to select which best fits your organisation
- No. of Blocks – a block is 6 weekly sessions for the same group of participants. More than 1 block can run at the same time but MUST target different people.
- Deliverer Name – who is going to be delivering the programme?
- Deliverer Email and phone – How can we contact the deliverer to discuss the project?
- Venue Name and Address – Where is the project going to take place?
- Setting Type – What is the setting type?
- Sport – Use the drop down menu to select the sport or physical activity that you will be offering
- HE/FE Project – Please select yes if you are directly working with a college or university and then add in the name of the college you are working with
- Disability Focus – is your project specifically targeting Disabled Young People?
- Recognised Partner Work – Are you working directly with one of the following: Ambition, Housing Association, YMCA, Job Centre Plus, British Heart Foundation or The Police

Section 2 - Project Delivery (Reaching, Completing and Sustaining Young People in Sport)

- Demonstrate the demand/need for the project from these young people. How will this project reach inactive participants and encourage them to complete the weekly coaching sessions? How will the project and exit route ensure that participants carry on taking part after the sessions?
- How can you guarantee that the participants will be inactive?
- How can you guarantee that the participants will still be active 3 months after the Sportivate project has finished?
- How are you going to help change the behaviour of young people, maintaining their involvement and keeping them in long term participation?
- How have you used the Sport England Youth Insight and Personalities?

Section 3 - Numbers and Finances
Completed Inactive Participants Targets

- This is how many Inactive participants that will attend 5 out of 6 of your sessions so make sure the numbers are achievable!
- How many participants do you expect to be reached?
  - This means how many people do you expect to turn up at least once within the 6 sessions
- How many of the completed participants do you expect to be sustained?
  - So out of those that attended a minimum of 5 out of 6 sessions, how many do you expect to still be taking past 3 months later?
- How many of the reached participants do you expect to be inactive?
  - Out of all of the participants who attended at least once, how many do you think will have activity levels of less than 4 days per month?

Income/Expenditure

Email lesanders@cornwall.gov.uk   Phone 01872 323335   Mobile 07527 470537
• Breakdown of costs e.g. coaching: 6 sessions £25 per hour x 2 coaches
• Include partnership funding – can be in-kind e.g. facility
• Income from charging participants e.g. £1 per session x 6 sessions x 10 participants
• We only fund the number of inactive participants that complete a minimum of 5 out of 6 sessions.